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 To generate a machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) architecture 

with good performance, we need a decent dataset for the training and testing 

phases of the development process. Starting with the knowledge discovery 

and data mining (KDD) Cup 99 dataset, numerous datasets have been 

produced since 1998 to be utilized in the ML and DL-based intrusion detection 

systems (IDS) training and testing process. Because there are so many datasets 

accessible, it might be challenging for researchers to choose which dataset to 

employ. Therefore, a framework for evaluating dataset appropriateness with 

the research to be conducted is becoming increasingly crucial as new datasets 

are regularly created. Additionally, given the growing popularity of internet 

of things (IoT) devices and an increasing number of specific datasets for IoT 

in recent years, it is essential to have a specific framework for IoT datasets. 

Therefore, this research aims to develop a new framework for evaluating IoT 

datasets for ML and DL-based IDS. The study's findings include, first, a novel 

framework for assessing IoT datasets, second, a comparison of this novel 

framework to other existing frameworks, and third, an analysis of five IoT 

datasets by using the new framework.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The internet of things (IoT) allows various devices enable various devices to have the ability to 

connect to networks, interact with them, and share data [1], [2]. IoT has a complex architecture, making security 

implementation challenging. Until now, the complexity of IoT devices has expanded, making IoT systems 

become more vulnerable to various attacks. One of the primary considerations is having a highly secure IoT 

device. By exploiting and controlling networks, stealing, modifying, or destroying user data, cyber-attacks 

target numerous IoT devices. As a result of this, the primary concerns are to safeguard the IoT device's 

availability, data confidentiality, and integrity. 

Using intrusion detection systems (IDS) is one method for defending the IoT system against online 

threats. IDS [3]–[5] are used to quickly identify and classify attacks on hosts and network infrastructure in real 

time. IDS are classified into three categories based on how they identify anomalies: anomaly-based, signature-
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based, and hybrid IDS. In general, a signature-based approach performs better against known cyber-attacks, 

whereas an anomaly-based approach performs better against unknown attacks. The drawback of the anomaly-

based detection approach is that it has the potential to create a significant number of false positives. The 

majority of artificial intelligence research on anomaly-based IDS uses machine learning (ML) and deep 

learning (DL) techniques to create models for detecting intrusion. 

The establishment of ML/DL architecture requires a good dataset for the training and testing process 

so that we can obtain an architecture with high performance. Starting with the knowledge discovery and data 

mining (KDD) Cup 99 dataset, numerous datasets have been generated since 1998 for use in the ML/DL IDS 

training and testing process. Currently, there are about 40 datasets available. The availability of so many 

datasets makes it difficult for researchers to determine which dataset to use.  

The development of a framework for evaluating ML/DL IDS datasets has been attempted in numerous 

publications [6]–[10], however, none has yet established a standard. A framework for evaluating the 

appropriateness of the study to be carried out is becoming increasingly essential especially for IoT datasets, as 

new datasets are constantly being created. In recent years, there has been an increase in both the use of IoT 

devices and the number of IoT-specific datasets, necessitating the development of an IoT-specific framework 

for analyzing datasets. Therefore, the primary goal of this research is to provide a new framework for analyzing 

IoT datasets. We believe our framework is much more comprehensive than other frameworks for evaluating 

datasets. The contributions of this research are as follows: i) Proposed a new framework for analyzing IoT 

datasets for ML/DL-based IDS; ii) Comparing the new framework to the existing dataset analysis frameworks; 

iii) Analyzing five IoT datasets from 2019-2022 by using the new framework; iv) The developer of the IoT 

dataset can utilize this new framework as a guideline for generating their IoT datasets. 

The following is the structure of this article: section 2 will describe the research method used in this 

research. Section 3 will discuss the literature review/related works regarding the existing framework and 

available IoT dataset. Section 4 discusses the proposed new framework for analyzing IoT datasets, the results, 

and findings of the study and experiments. Section 5 discusses the conclusions. 

 

 

2. METHOD 

The main objective of this research is to develop a novel framework that can be used by researchers 

to analyze IoT datasets for ML/DL IDS research in IoT systems. After analyzing the datasets using this novel 

framework, researchers can determine which datasets they want to utilize in accordance with their research 

objectives. As previously indicated, the performance of the model being constructed will depend on the dataset 

used. Additionally, it is also important to understand that creating an ML/DL architecture for IDS is not a 

magical process in which we create an excellent design without comprehending the details of the dataset. 

To achieve this research goal, the methodology we use is as follows, the first step we took was to 

review articles describing frameworks for selecting IDS datasets, especially those related to network traffic 

datasets in the last five years. Second, because IoT technology has advanced so quickly in recent years, we also 

analyze articles that are relevant to the IoT system to comprehend the most recent technological advancements. 

Third, we examine the network traffic structure of five recent IoT datasets that were created in the last five 

years. 

Then a new framework for analyzing IoT Datasets for ML and DL-based IDS is developed. The 

aspects of the new framework are then compared with those of the four existing frameworks. As a final step, 

in order to demonstrate the advantages of utilizing the new framework in analyzing IoT datasets, the new 

framework is evaluated on five IoT datasets. By looking at the assessment results, researchers may select the 

best dataset for their research. 

 

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW/RELATED WORKS 

3.1.  Existing dataset analysis frameworks 

This section will describe four frameworks that have been created to evaluate network datasets despite 

the fact that some of them do not specifically address IoT datasets. The order of this evaluation is based on the 

year that the framework was created. The most recent framework was developed in 2022, while the earliest 

was developed in 2016.  

In 2022, Al-Hawawreh et al. [6] introduces a framework as a guide for creating datasets that can be 

used for evaluating, testing, and tuning solutions to security issues in industrial internet of things (IioT) 

systems. The framework proposed in this article consists of some aspects that can be used to examine IIoT 

datasets, including complete system and network configuration, heterogeneous data sources, complete capture, 

realistic normal network traffic, divers attack typers, diverse data collection duration, feature set, recent IIoT 

application protocols, recent attacks, agnostic features, IIoT traces, fully labeled, metadata, public availability. 
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This framework is unable to explain the different kinds of attacks that can be found in a dataset, data 

uniqueness, availability of raw data, as well as benign traffic, and information about the balanced dataset. 

In 2020, Kenyon et al. [7] proposed a framework for analyzing datasets. This framework provides a 

'best-practice' guide in creating datasets and has 9 aspects that are mandatory and 5 aspects that are desirable. 

Nine mandatory aspects include dataset provenance, domain context, consistent labeling, representative events, 

sample duration, temporal scope, and geospatial scope. This framework is not specifically intended for IoT 

datasets, some aspects of the framework do not have clear boundaries, and there are no aspects related to 

balanced data, data uniqueness, protocol type, and separation of datasets for training and testing required for 

building ML/DL-based IDS models. 

In 2019, Ring et al. [8] explains that the selection of the dataset to be used depends on the research 

needs. In this paper, they evaluate 34 datasets by comparing 15 aspects, so that the dataset selection process 

can be done more easily. The aspects observed are when the dataset was created, public availability, presence 

of normal and attack traffic, availability of metadata, dataset format, data anonymity, data volume and duration, 

traffic type, network type, complete network, predefined splits, and balanced data and labeled data. This 

research does not determine which dataset is the best or most important because the use of datasets depends on 

the research being conducted, but the results of this study can be used to help researchers determine which 

datasets will be used for ML/DL research in cybersecurity by looking at the characteristics considered 

important. This framework is not specifically intended for IoT datasets, and there is no information regarding 

the detailed type of attacks, protocol type, availability of raw data, when the dataset last updated, and data 

uniqueness.  

In 2016, [9], [10], consider the need for dynamically generated IDS datasets, which not only reflect 

network and intrusion composition but also can be modified, further developed, and reproducible. Datasets like 

these are demanded because of changing behavior and network patterns and growing attacks. Therefore, they 

proposed an evaluation framework for intrusion detection datasets. The framework has the following aspects, 

complete network configuration, complete traffic, labeled dataset, complete interaction, complete capture, 

available protocols, attack diversity, anonymity, heterogeneity, feature sets, and metadata. This framework is 

not specifically developed for IoT dataset analysis and there are some important aspects such as a balanced 

dataset, traffic volume, public availability, and data uniqueness that are not included in the framework aspects. 

More thorough information on these frameworks can be found in the cited publication. Because all 

framework creators do not provide identifiers for their frameworks, for ease of usage, we shall henceforth refer 

to them as Al-Hawawreh's framework, Kenyon's framework, Ring's framework, and Gharib's framework. We 

are going to use the naming in the following sections. 

 

3.2.  IoT datasets 

The dataset to be used in this study consists of five IoT datasets produced between 2019 and 2022. 

The choice to use datasets from the previous five years was made considering that they would cover the latest 

attacks and IoT devices. The IoT datasets are Edge-IIoTset dataset, X-IIoTID dataset, TON_IoT dataset, Bot-

IoT dataset, and Aposemat IoT-23. 

The Edge-IIoTset dataset was generated in 2022 by Ferrag et al. [11] using a testbed composed of 7 

layers: edge layer, cloud computing layer, network function virtualization (NFV) layer, blockchain layer, fog 

layer, software defined network (SDN) layer, and IoT/IIoT perception layer. During the simulation, data is 

retrieved, captured, and saved in pcap file format using the Zeek and Wireshark tools. There are 63 features in 

this dataset, which are separated by the layer protocol. Extrapolated features are categorized into the following: 

internet protocol (IP), address resolution protocol (ARP), internet control message protocol (ICMP), hypertext 

transfer protocol (HTTP), transmission control protocol (TCP), user datagram protocol (UDP), domain name 

system (DNS), message queuing telemetry transport (MQTT), and modbus TCP (MBTCP). 

The X-IIoTID dataset was generated by Al-Hawawreh et al. [6] in 2022. The X-IIoTID dataset 

simulates the Brown-IIoTbed testbed, which has been set up in the IoT lab at the University of New South 

Wales (UNSW) in Canberra and captures data from network traffic in an end-to-end method. The Industrial 

Internet Reference architectural (IIRA) model served as the foundation for the lab architectural design. 

Additionally, information on resources from edge gateways is gathered in this dataset. The author utilized zeek 

and dumpcap to extract essential network data from connection logs and store it in pcapng file format. A total 

of 68 features from host logs, resources, and other sources have been captured in this dataset. 

TON_IoT is an IoT/IIoT dataset generated in 2020 by [12], [13]. In order to link physical and 

simulation systems with the Industry 4.0/Industrial IoT (IIoT) testbed built at the Research Cyber Range lab of 

UNSW Canberra. The designed Testbed architecture consists of three layers, namely the Edge/IoT layer, the 

Fog layer, and the Cloud layer. The ToN-IoT dataset includes network traffic from IoT networks as well as 

telemetry data from IoT/IIoT services. There are 45 features captured in this dataset, which is divided into the 
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following seven categories: Connection activity, Statistical activity, DNS activity, SSL activity, HTTP activity, 

Violation activity, and Data labeling. 

The Bot-IoT dataset, which Koroniotis et al. [14] presented in 2019, replicates IoT network traffic. In 

order to detect and identify botnets on IoT dedicated networks, they developed a testbed based on three 

elements, namely network platforms, simulated IoT services, and extracting features and forensics analytics at 

the Research Cyber Range lab of UNSW Canberra. This dataset simulates the presence of IoT devices such as 

thermostats, garage doors, refrigerators, weather monitoring systems, and lights. There are 29 features in this 

dataset that were captured in the pcap file format. 

The Aposemat IoT-23 dataset was generated by Parmisano et al. [15] in 2019. The dataset was created 

by simulation at the Stratosphere Laboratory, CTU University, Czech Republic. This testbed includes three 

actual IoT devices: an Amazon Echo smart home personal assistant, a Philips HUE smart light-emitting diode 

(LED) light, and a Somfy smart door lock. The Aposemat IoT-23 dataset is made up of 23 captures (referred 

to as scenarios) of various IoT network traffic. This dataset contains traffic that was recorded as pcap files. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1.  A novel framework for selecting IoT dataset 

To develop a new framework, we started by thoroughly examining the structure of network traffic 

because this would serve as a fundamental guide for what characteristics of network traffic should be acquired. 

Subsequently, examine the dataset specifications required for ML/DL research in IDS. Then a study was carried 

out on several existing dataset analysis frameworks. Four frameworks were found to be pertinent to this study 

from the study's findings [6]–[10]. 

In addition to the findings of the aforementioned investigation, in this section, we propose a novel 

approach for analyzing IoT datasets. Using this new framework, one may select the most appropriate dataset 

for a certain research project. As shown in Table 1, the proposed new framework comprises 19 aspects that 

must be investigated and categorized into 3 groups. The 19 aspects of the framework will be thoroughly detailed 

in the following paragraphs. 

 

 

Table 1. Aspect of the novel framework for analysing IoT dataset 
No. Group Aspects 
1 Background 

information 
Dataset generation time, dataset metadata, dataset source location, dataset feature description, open and 

free to the public. 
2 Data information Labeled dataset, privacy and data protection, availability of raw data, updated dataset, benign traffic, 

type of attacks, balanced dataset, training-testing dataset splits, unique data entry, traffic volume. 
3 Network 

information 
Network topology, iot datasources, traffic generation, protocol type. 

 

 

Dataset generation time is an aspect that indicates when a dataset was produced. During the process 

of selecting IoT datasets, it is important to take into account the time when the dataset was created. Numerous 

datasets that have been produced are significantly out of date; some were even created more than 20 years ago. 

Inevitably the older the dataset, the fewer types of attacks that can be detected. The value for this aspect can 

be obtained in the timestamp of the dataset. If the timestamp for the dataset is not available, the value can be 

retrieved in the dataset's documentation. Value: Indicate if it is yes or no and the specific date. 

Dataset metadata, this aspect provides an explanation of the information that the dataset has; the more 

detailed the metadata's contents are, the easier it will be for users to fully understand the dataset. The dublin 

core metadata initiative's definitions and component metadata [16] can be utilized as a baseline. Value: indicate 

whether or not there is available metadata in detail. 

Dataset source location, this aspect indicates whether a location is provided from where the user can 

download the dataset or not, this is to ensure that the user can use the original data that has not been modified. 

It is also important to note that there is evidence to prove that the dataset has not changed, for instance through 

the use of hashcode. Value: yes or no, provide the URL address for the data source location. 

Dataset feature description, this aspect describes the set of network and IoT traffic that is captured, 

including whether the entirety contains all of the features of the traffic or merely a portion of them. 

Additionally, this information reveals the format of the network traffic that is represented in the dataset, 

requiring that each feature of the traffic be accompanied by details regarding the data that may be filled in. At 

the very least, each feature should include a description, a data format, a data range, etc. This will have an 

impact on the model that emerges from the dataset training procedure. Value: yes, no, or partial, explain the 

feature description, including the data type, format, and range. 
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Open and free to the public, open and free to the public, this aspect specifies whether the dataset is 

publicly accessible and free to the public [17]. Open datasets are accessible to the general public online and 

are available in machine-readable formats. The term "free" describes the accessibility of datasets to people, 

organizations, initiatives, and researchers without charge. Additionally, "private" information should not be 

included in datasets that are accessible to the general public. Simulated datasets typically do not have "privacy" 

issues. According to a survey of datasets generated between 2016 and 2020, only 49 (or 79%) of 62 datasets 

are available to the public [18]. Value: yes or no, give the prerequisite for use if any. 

Labeled dataset, datasets can be classified into two categories, namely labeled datasets and unlabeled 

datasets, labeled datasets are used for supervised learning, whereas unlabeled datasets are used for 

unsupervised learning. For the purpose of training ML/DL-based network intrusion detection system (NIDS) 

systems, high-quality labeled datasets are required [19]. Consequently, is essential to understand if the dataset 

has a label or not in order to specifically match it to research purposes. Value: yes or no, if yes, give the detail 

of whether the label is bi-class or multiple-class. 

Privacy and data protection, this aspect indicates whether there is protection for the privacy and data 

of the user, for example by anonymizing it so that the dataset cannot be used to identify the user. IoT technology 

can cause privacy problems due to data collection including data that can lead to identifying personal 

information via user devices such as ip addresses, mac addresses, browser fingerprints, usernames, passwords, 

etc. For collaborative research across numerous organizations in the development of ML models, data privacy 

concerns are becoming more and more significant [20], [21]. Value: yes or no, and if applicable, describe how 

it was made anonymous. 

Availability of raw data, this aspect indicates whether or not raw traffic data is provided [22], [23]. 

Even though not all users require raw traffic data, this will be beneficial if certain users would like to 

specifically evaluate raw traffic data in order to discover more about the traffic that occurs. Value: yes or no; 

if yes, specify the type of raw data. 

Updated dataset, this aspect reveals whether the dataset creator regularly updates the dataset. Because 

the types of attacks continue to evolve and IoT devices also continue to grow in number rapidly, therefore, it 

is important to take into consideration adding the types of available datasets and the types of attacks, as well 

as the date and nature of the dataset's latest update. Value: yes or no, provide the date of the most recent update. 

Benign traffic, this aspect shows whether normal traffic is also available [24], and if so, whether the 

current normal traffic adequately represents the entirety of the traffic that commonly happens. It is very 

important to have normal traffic because IDS is used to monitor a network or system for attacks or policy 

breaches among normal traffic. Value: yes or no. 

Type of attacks, this aspect indicates the different sorts of attacks included in the dataset (including a 

list of the layers that have been targeted and the different types of attacks based on Open Systems 

Interconnection (OSI)/IoT layer). Additionally, it demonstrates if the dataset contains a full range of attacks or 

not. The more comprehensive the sorts of attacks are, the built model will be more effective at spotting 

prospective attacks. Additionally, in order to demonstrate whether the model created using this dataset can be 

used to detect the most recent attacks, it is also preferable to identify the most recent types of attacks in the 

dataset. This is done by highlighting the various attack types that can affect IoT systems [25] as well as the 

vulnerable system layers [26]. Value: a list of the available attacks. 

Balanced dataset, this aspect indicates whether the dataset is balanced or imbalanced, either for biclass 

or multiclass classification. Dataset considered imbalance as the amount of data in certain categories include 

significantly less data than others. An imbalanced dataset needs to be processed to make it balanced before 

being used to generate a good ML/DL model because when using traditional classification methods, this can 

cause the majority of classifications to tend to categories with much larger amounts of data and ignore 

categories with the small amount of data, causing the classification accuracy in this category to be low [27]. 

Value: balanced or imbalanced for either bi-class and multi-class. 

Training-testing dataset splits, this aspect indicates whether there is a standard training and testing 

dataset provided so that every user can compare the results of the models generated by various researchers 

during the training and testing process. There are several techniques for splitting datasets into training data and 

testing data [28]. Value: yes, partial or no. If the training dataset and testing dataset are integrated into one 

dataset, answer with “yes partial”, if the training dataset and testing dataset are in separate datasets, answer 

with "yes" and "no" if there is no training-testing dataset available, also describe the location from where to 

download the training and testing dataset. 

Unique data entry, this information indicates whether or not the dataset contains duplicate data. The 

model that is produced will depend on how much data is duplicated. Value: yes or no.  

Traffic volume, this aspect shows the size of the traffic in the dataset [29], does not display the 

dataset's size in gigabytes but rather the number of instances that were recorded in the dataset. The ML and DL 

training and the testing process require large and complete data so that the greater the number of instances, the 
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more accurate the model will be. Value: provide the number of instances in the dataset, if official information 

is not available, you may calculate the number of instances using the dataset. 

Network topology, this aspect reveals the configuration of the system and network, the context in 

which the system is used, how the internal network interacts with it, and if it covers a wide network or not [30]. 

If this dataset is simulated, it is important to describe how the testbed configuration was created because this 

will allow us to determine whether or not it closely resembles the real network architecture. Value: yes or no, 

provide the network topology if known. 

IoT datasources, this aspect identifies the IoT devices that contribute to the dataset or from which IoT 

devices the traffic is generated [31]. The dataset will be more valuable if it incorporates more IoT data sources. 

Value: provide a list of the IoT devices from which the traffic is collected. 

Traffic generation, this aspect demonstrates the creation of traffic [32]. If it is derived from real traffic, 

it should be provided the duration that it will take to generate the dataset. If it was produced by simulation, it 

should be recognized whether or not it resembles real traffic. If there is a combination of both real and simulated 

traffic, it can be classified as simulation, and the time needed is calculated by summing the data from all of the 

sub-simulations. Value: real or simulated traffic, provide information about the time period during which the 

data was created. 

Protocol type, this aspect shows which protocols are comprised in the dataset, including whether an 

IoT protocol is present. Because IoT requires "light-weight" communication to minimize the additional 

overhead incurred in internet connection, it employs a different protocol than the protocol used for network 

systems. In this instance, IoT utilizes protocols like MQTT, constrained application protocol (CoAP), 

extensible messaging and presence protocol (XMPP), RESR, and web socket to make communication systems 

simpler and faster. Consequences of this include security risks to the underlying IoT protocol [33]. Value: 

provide the list of all available protocol types. 

 

4.2.  Comparing the aspects of the novel framework to existing frameworks 

The next step is to map the aspects of the four frameworks that were covered in section 3 by comparing 

their definitions with the newly established framework. This stage is challenging because it involves a thorough 

comprehension of how each existing framework and the new framework define their respective aspects. 

According to the study's findings, the following conditions exist: i)Aspects have the same name and definition; 

ii) Aspects have different names but the definition is similar; and iii) Aspects have a broad definition that 

includes several aspects in the new framework. 

Table 2 contains the analysis results from the comparison of aspects and definitions in the four 

frameworks with the new framework. The aspects that are compatible with the specification of this new 

framework are listed in the Table 2. It is apparent that the degree of similarity between the new framework and 

the existing framework varies; there are 9 aspects that are similar when compared to Al-Hawawreh's 

Framework, whereas there are 9 aspects that are similar when compared to Kenyon's Framework, 12 aspects 

are similar when compared to Ring's Framework, and 10 aspects are similar when compared to Gharib's 

Framework. The aforementioned circumstances have led us to conclude that our newly proposed framework 

will function better and be able to assist researchers in determining which IoT dataset is best appropriate for 

their research. In the following section, we will demonstrate how this innovative framework might be applied 

to five IoT datasets. 

 

4.3.  IoT dataset analysis by using the new framework  

This section will explain how the five IoT datasets covered in section 3 (Edge-IIoTSet, X-IIoTID, 

TON-IoT, Bot-IoT, and Aposemat IoT-23) are evaluated using the new framework. Table 3 contains the 

analysis findings. Due to the limitation of space, we will only cover three of the aspects that require extra 

explanation in the next paragraph, namely: dataset source location, type of attacks, and IoT data sources. Other 

aspects can be understood easily by reviewing the Table 3. 

Regarding the dataset source location aspect, considering that the definition we have given for this 

aspect is the official website location owned by the dataset creator, it follows that 2 IoT datasets do not have 

an official website location from which users can download their datasets, however, both can be downloaded 

from other websites, the two datasets are Edge-IioTSet and X-IIoTID dataset. The other 3 datasets have official 

website locations, namely TON-IoT, Bot-IoT, and Aposemat IoT-23 dataset. The location for downloading the 

dataset can be seen in Table 4. 

Regarding the IoT datasources aspect, each dataset uses various numbers of IoT data sources, and the 

IoT device types also vary. For this element, we first examine the dataset to check if it contains any information 

regarding IoT devices; if not, we then examine the creator's documentation. The results of the dataset analysis 

demonstrate that only two datasets (Edge-IIoTSet and TON-IoT) explicitly indicate the IoT devices that were 

used; the other three datasets (X-IIoTID, Bot-IoT, and Aposemat IoT-23) do not directly indicate the type of 

IoT devices so it must be referred from the documentation. Table 5 shows the list of IoT devices in each dataset. 
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Table 2. Comparison of the aspects of the novel framework to the existing framework 
No. Aspects of the 

novel framework 

Al-Hawawreh's Framework Kenyon's Framework Ring's Framework Gharib's Framework 

1 Dataset generation 

time 

- Data provenance Year of creation - 

2 Dataset metadata Metadata Useful metadata Metadata Metadata 

3 Dataset source 

location 

- - - - 

4 Dataset feature 

description 

Feature set/IIoT Traces - Format Feature set/complete 

capture 

5 Open and free to 

the public 

public availability Ethical context Public availability - 

6 Labeled dataset labeled dataset Consistent labeling Labeled Labeled dataset 

7 Privacy and data 

protection 

agnostic-features De-identification 

context 

Anonymity Anonymity 

8 Availability of raw 
data 

- Origin data - - 

9 Updated dataset - - - - 

10 Benign traffic - Representative events Normal user 

behavior 

Complete traffic 

11 Type of attacks - - - Attack diversity 

12 Balanced dataset - - Balanced - 

13 Training-testing 
dataset splits 

- - Predefined splits - 

14 Unique data entry - - - - 

15 Traffic volume - - Count - 

16 Network topology Complete network and system 

configuration 

Complete network and 

system configuration 

Type of 

network/complete 

network 

Complete traffic/complete 

network 

configuration/complete 

interaction 

17 Iot datasources Heterogeneous data sources - - Heterogeneity 
18 Traffic generation Realistic network 

traffic/diverse data duration 

Calibration 

details/sample 

duration/temporal scope 

Kind of 

traffic/duration 

Complete traffic 

19 Protocol type Iiot connectivity protocols - - Available protocols 

 

 

Table 3. Analysis of five IoT datasets in the proposed framework 
No. Aspects Edge-IIoTSet X-IIoTID TON-IoT Bot-IoT Aposemat IoT-23 

1 Dataset 

generation time 

yes [11] yes (timestamp) yes (timestamp) yes (timestamp) yes (timestamp) 

2 Dataset metadata yes yes yes yes yes 

3 Dataset source 

location 

no no yes yes yes 

4 Dataset feature 

description 

yes, partial 

(description, 

format). 

yes, partial 

(description 

only). 

yes, partial 

(description, 

format) 

yes, partial 

(description) 

yes, partial (format) 

5 Open and free to 

the public 

yes yes yes yes yes 

6 Labeled dataset yes yes yes yes yes 

7 Privacy and data 

protection 

yes yes yes yes yes 

8 Availability of 

raw data 

no yes yes yes yes 

9 Updated dataset no no no no no 

10 Benign traffic yes yes yes yes yes 

11 Type of attacks 5 categories, 14 
types 

9 categories, 18 
types 

9 types 3 categories, 6 types 15 types 

12 Balanced dataset balanced (bi-class)  

imbalanced (multi-

class) 

imbalanced (bi-

class) 

imbalanced 

(multi-class) 

imbalanced (bi-

class) 

imbalanced (multi-

class) 

imbalanced (bi-class 

and multi-class) 

imbalanced (bi-class 

and multi-class) 

13 Training-testing 

dataset splits 

no no yes (partial) yes no 

14 Unique data 

entry 

yes yes yes yes yes 

15 Traffic volume 20,939,622 820,680 31,504,615 73,370,443 325,309,945 

16 Network 

topology 

yes yes yes yes no 

17 Iot datasources 10 IoT devices  5 IoT devices 7 IoT devices 5 IoT devices 3 IoT devices 

18 Traffic 

generation 

simulation simulation simulation simulation simulation 

19 Protocol type arp, icmp, http, 

tcp, udp, mqtt 

tcp, udp, icmp tcp, udp udp, tcp, arp, ipv6-

icmp, icmp, igmp, 

rarp 

udp, tcp, icmp 
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Table 4. Dataset source location 
No. Dataset Dataset source 

location 
Download 

1 Edge-IioTSet No https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/mohamedamineferrag/edgeiiotset-cyber-security-

dataset-of-iot-iiot 

https://ieee-dataport.org/documents/edge-iiotset-new-comprehensive-realistic-
cyber-security-dataset-iot-and-iiot-applications#files 

2 X-IIoTID No https://www. kaggle.com/datasets/munaalhawawreh/xiiotid-iiot-intrusion-dataset  

https://ieee-dataport.org/documents/x-iiotid-connectivity-and-device-agnostic-
intrusion-dataset-industrial-internet-things 

3 TON-IoT Yes https://research.unsw.edu.au/projects/toniot-datasets 

4 Bot-IoT Yes https://research.unsw.edu.au/projects/bot-iot-dataset  
5 Aposemat IoT-23 Yes https://www.stratosphereips.org/blog/2020/1/22/aposemat-iot-23-a-labeled-dataset-

with-malicious-and-benign-iot-network-traffic 

 

 

Table 5. List of IoT devices in the dataset 
Edge-IIoTSet X-IIoTID TON-IoT Bot-IoT Aposemat IoT-23 

Distance, flame sensor, 

heart rate, IR receiver, 

modbus, pH Value, Soil 
moisture, sound sensor, 

temperatute, and humidity 
and water level 

sensors, actuators, 

various mobile and 

IT devices, access 
media, APIs. Does 

not specify the type 
of device. 

Fridge, global 

positioning system 

(GPS) tracker, motion 
light, garage door, 

modbus, thermostat 
and weather 

Simulated IoT services 

(weather station, smart 

fridge, Motion activated 
lights, remotely activated 

garage door, smart 
thermostat) 

Philips HUE smart 

LED lamp, Amazon 

Echo home intelligent 
personal assistant dan 

somfy smart door 
lock 

 

 

One of the most crucial factors to take into account when selecting an IoT dataset is the type of attacks, 

as it demonstrates attacks that can be identified. Based on the analysis of the dataset that has been done as 

shown in Table 6, it can be seen that each IoT dataset has various types of attacks. By looking at the results of 

dataset analysis using the new framework in this section, researchers can compare which IoT datasets are the 

most suitable for use in their research. 

 

 

Table 6. List of attacks in the iot dataset 
No. Dataset Attack category Attack type 

1 Edge-IIoT Denial of service (DoS)/distributed 
denial of service (DDoS), 

Information gathering, Man in the 

middle, Injection, Malware 

TCP SYN FloodDDoS, user datagram protocol (UDP) flood 
DDoS, HTTP flood DDoS, internet control message protocol 

(ICMP) flood DDoS, Port Scanning, OS Fingerprinting, 

Vulnerability scanning, Man in the middle, Man in the middle, 
Cross-site Scripting (XSS), SQL Injection, Uploading attack, 

Backdoor, Password cracking, Ransomware 

2 X-IIOTD Reconnaissance, Weaponization, 
Exploitation, Lateral Movement, 

Command & Control, Exfiltration, 

Tampering, Crypto Ransomware, 
RDoS 

Generic Scanning, Scanning vulnerability, Discovering 
resources, Fuzzing, Brute-force, Dictionary, Insider malicious, 

Reverse shell, man-in-the-middle (MitM), Modbus-register 

reading, MQTT-cloud broker subscription, TCP Relay, 
Command & Control, Exfiltration, False data injection, Fake 

notification, Crypto Ransomware, RDoS 
3 ToN-IoT - Backdoor, DDoS, DoS, Injection, MitM, Password, 

Ransomware, Scanning, XSS 

4 BoT-IoT Information Gathering, Denial of 
Service, Information Theft 

Port Scanning, OS Fingerprinting, DDoS TCP, DDoS UDP, 
DDoS HTTP, DoS TCP, DoS UDP, DoS HTTP, Keylogging, 

Data theft 

5 Aposemat IoT-23 - C&C, C&C-FileDownload, C&C-HeartBeat, C&C-HeartBeat-
Attack, C&C-HeartBeat-FileDownload, C&C-Mirai, C&C-

PartOfAHorizontalPortScan, C&C-Torii, DDoS, 

FileDownload, Okiru, Okiru-Attack, 
PartOfAHorizontalPortScan, PartOfAHorizontalPortScan-

Attack 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This research initiative aims to propose a novel framework for assessing IoT datasets for ML/DL-

based IDS, in order to assist researchers, select the IoT dataset that best matches their requirements. The steps 

taken begin with comparing the aspects of the four existing frameworks for analysis of datasets, analysis of the 

five IoT datasets produced between 2019 and 2022, development of a new framework specifically for the IoT 

dataset, and analysis of the five IoT datasets using the new framework. The proposed new framework comprises 

19 aspects that must be investigated and categorized into 3 groups. It has been shown that our proposed 

framework is much more comprehensive than other frameworks for evaluating IoT datasets. The result of the 
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IoT datasets analysis shows that the new framework is able to support researchers in determining which IoT 

dataset is most appropriate for their research on ML/DL-based IDS. Another advantage of this new framework 

is that the creator of an IoT dataset can use this new framework as a reference while creating their IoT dataset. 
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